APOLLO PROGRAM: MISSION ACTIVITIES

Apollo Program (pre-Apollo: Mercury, etc.)

Carpenter, M.S., and others (1963), We Seven, by the Astronauts Themselves, New York NY, Pocket Books (Giant Cardinal Edition), paperback, 351 p.

Evening Star (1961), "Russians Orbit Man in Space .." Washington DC, 109th year, no. 102, April 12, 1961, front page, pp. 1, 10.


Apollo Program: Specific Missions, News Articles (non-NASA)

Brown, Sandford (1968?), How We're Solving the Mysteries of the Moon, Life Magazine(?), pp, 33-36, 38, 42. [2 copies].


Pace Magazine (1969), *Special Issue: A Down-to-Earth Look at Space*, vol. 5, no. 8, August, 1969, 64 p.

(complete issue).


**Apollo 11: NASA Documents**


Flight Planning Branch, Flight Crew Support Division, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, independently paginated by sections, approx. 300 p.

**Apollo Missions: General and Popular Documents**

*(NASA and Related Publications)*


Apollo Program (Overall): General Publications (non-NASA)


Apollo Program (Overall): General Publications (NASA)


Apollo Program (Overall): Histories, Retrospectives, Essays

Aldrin, E.E., Jr., with W. Warga (1973), Return to Earth, New York NY, Random House, 338 p. [autographed to BMF by author]


Goldstein, L. (editor) (1979), The Moon Landing and its Aftermath, Michigan Quarterly Review,


Scott, J.M. (1979), Countdown to Encounter: Von Braun and the Astronauts, Huntington IN, Our Sunday Visitor, Inc., 144 p. [autographed to BMF by the author].